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"If we already had data as long ago as the 1960s to support the benefits of integration, what does Johnson add that’s new?" Adams writes.

"Segregation allowed whites to hoard economic, social, and educational resources," Adams adds. "Desegregation had exactly the opposite effect. School districts under court order almost immediately experienced a reduction in black-white segregation, an increase in per-pupil spending and a reduction in class sizes for black children."


July 31, 2019
Professor Sam Weinstein was quoted in The New York Times regarding the T-Mobile/Sprint merger. “There is a lot of criticism of the agencies that they are not doing enough about big tech and this is a way to respond to that criticism,” he said.

July 29, 2019
Professor Michelle Adams Discusses Milliken vs. Bradley on NPR and Integrated Schools (/news/professor-michelle-adams-discusses-milliken-vs-bradley-npr-and-integrated-schools)
On the 45th anniversary of Milliken vs.